We consider the Klyachko models of admissible irreducible representations of the group GL n (F) where F is a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic 0. These are models which generalize the usual Whittaker model by allowing the inducing subgroup a symplectic component. We prove the uniqueness of the symplectic models and the disjointness for unitary representations of the different models. Moreover, for n < 4 we prove that all unitary irreducible representations admit a Klyachko model. Introduction. Let F be a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic zero. This paper studies the realization of irreducible, admissible representation of G\ n {F) in certain induced representations generalizing the Whittaker model. In contrast to generalizing by allowing degenerate Whittaker characters or smaller unipotent groups arising from some degenerate data (cf. [Mo-Wa]), we generalize the inducing subgroup by allowing a symplectic component.
meaning that for an irreducible representation π, Hom G1 (π,Jt n o) has dimension at most one.
The main results of this paper are:
(1) Uniqueness of the symplectic model.
(2) Unitary disjointness of the set of models, i.e. a unitary representation cannot embed in two different models.
The advent of unitary representations is natural in light of GI3. In that case there is an irreducible representation without a model but the intriguing fact is that all irreducible unitary representations have unique models. This prompts focusing our attention on the questions of existence and uniqueness of models for unitary representations and leads to the remaining results of the paper.
(3) The description of the category of admissible representations of GI3 with respect to models. In particular it is shown that every irreducible unitary representation admits a unique model and we describe the (essentially) only representation which does not admit a model.
(4) The existence and uniqueness of models for irreducible, unitary representations of GI4.
The reason for the symplectic group playing such a role is not clear; however there are two properties it enjoys which are prominent in our results and those in [Kl] . The first is that Sp Λ is the fixed point set of an involution on G\ n , which we use in (1). The second is that there is a bijection between the set of Sp n double cosets of Gl2« and the set of conjugacy classes of Gl« . Over the finite field with q elements, this bijection has been central to recent work of Bannai, Kawanaka and Song ([Ba-Ka-So]), who prove that the character table of the Hecke algebra of Sp π bi-invariant functions on G^ is "almost" obtained from the character table of G\ n by the substitution q to q 2 . A word about the proofs. In the finite field case, no explicit descriptions or structure of the irreducible representations is used. In the jp-adic case we depend heavily on the description of admissible and unitary representations due to I. N. Bernstein and A. V. Zelevinskii ([Be-Ze,l], [Ze] ) and M. Tadic ([Ta,l] ). Using these and the yoga of Jacquet functors it is not difficult to inductively show that many representations have models, but this method will not show that a representation has a symplectic model. It is desirable to have a simple inductive statement for the existence of symplectic models. One of our goals is to determine to what extent this is possible. In the case of GI4 we show that it is. There we consider a representation induced from representations with symplectic models as part of a family of
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induced representations depending on a complex parameter s. On these representations we define a functional by an integral and show that it converges if the real part of s is sufficiently large. Then using the theory of Bernstein, developed for the analytic continuation of intertwining operators, we continue the functional to the original representation. This inductive statement in particular provides the symplectic models for certain complementary series representations of GI4. Other unitary representations arise as Langlands quotients from square integrable data. For these to have symplectic models it must be shown that the functional descends to the unique irreducible quotient. The representations of GI4 which require this attention are special cases of a unitary Langlands quotient representation of Gŵ hich is fundamental in the description of the unitary dual. Knowledge of the composition series of this induced representation is used to show that these irreducible quotients have symplectic models in general (Theorem 11.1). (H. Jacquet has recently obtained this result by similar methods.) This is the technical heart of the paper; the case of GI4 illustrates the problems that will be encountered in the general case.
We now briefly describe the organization of this paper. Section 1 sets notation and conventions and reviews general background. The next two sections are devoted to proving the general results on uniqueness of symplectic models and unitary disjointness of models. Section 4 presents some results on symplectic orbits in certain flag varieties. The rest of the paper is devoted to specific groups GI2 is dispatched in §5. In §6 we recall the classification of the unitary dual of G\ n due to Tadic, and explicate it in the cases of GI3 and GI4 in § §7 and 10 respectively. Section 8 contains the proof that every irreducible, unitary representation of GI3 has a unique model. Those admissible representations of GI3 without models are described in §9. Section 11 shows that the unitary representations of GI4 all have models.
We are grateful to various people for discussions which have proven valuable in the production of this paper. In particular we are grateful to M. Tadic for explaining some of his work and to H. Jacquet for his interest and receptivity.
The standard (upper triangular) parabolic subgroups of Gl w are in one-to-one correspondence with partitions of n: (riχ, ... , n k ), n\ + \-n k = n . Pn ιt ...,n k denotes the associated group and N Hχ t ... tΆk its unipotent radical.
/" denotes the In x In matrix (_°{ I"). We sometimes use / to n denote the associated symplectic form J(x 9 y) = t xJ n y. The symplectic group Sp w preserves this form.
Let U n denote the group of upper triangular unipotent matrices in GU thus U n = iVi, 1,..., 1 -For 0< k< [f ] , let N k be the subgroup of U n of matrices (M/ 7 ) where for / φ j, w /y = 0 unless / < n -Ik < j. With U n _2k embedded in the upper left, Sp^ in the lower right, let v denotes the character g -• |det^|. δp denotes the modular function of the group P. A character of Gl π is of the form g -• χ(άetg) for some character χ of F x . We sometimes write χ n to indicate the group involved, but we will continue to write χ n for the restriction to subgroups of G\ n .
Induction is always normalized, with ind (resp. Ind) denoting compact (resp. full) induction. Given representations G\ of G\ n , / = 1, ... , k, extend σ nχ ® ® &n k to P nχ ,...,n k so that it is trivial on 1 Gi N n w9 n. . Denote Ind P " ι+ '" + " k σ n ® ® σ n by σ n x x σ n . . To a character θ of N n^_^k and representation π of Gl«, we have the Jacquet functor r n mm9n ; β(π) which is the quotient of the space of π, V π , by the subspace spanned by {π(n)v -β(n)i;|ι; E K π , A2 G Λ^i ? ...,^}. It is naturally a Gl^ x x Gl^ module. If θ = 1, we delete it from the notation and may simply write (π)# if there is no risk of confusion with regard to the subgroup N. f will denote the normalized Jacquet functor (cf. 2] ).
Let ψ be any nontrivial, complex, additive character of F. Define the character ψ n of U n by ψniMij) = ψ(u\2 H h u n -\ n ). Any character which is nontrivial on all the simple root groups in U n will be called nondegenerate or said to be a Whittaker character. The diagonal torus in G\ n acts transitively on the set of Whittaker characters.
For k < [f ], define the set of models for G\ n to be the representations
When n is understood, we simply write Jt^. J?o is called the Whittaker model. The Whittaker models for any two Whittaker characters are equivalent.
If π is a representation, we denote by (π) (resp. L(π)) the unique irreducible submodule (resp. quotient module) of π, when it exists.
2. Uniqueness of symplectic models. 2.1. In this section we show that for an irreducible representation π, dimHom G1 (π, Jf n ) < 1. The proof is a combination of the proof of the uniqueness of the Whittaker model in the /?-adic case ([GeKa,l] ) and uniqueness of the symplectic model in the finite field case ( [Kl] ).
2.2. We collect here some results on polar decompositions. We are indebted to Daniel Shapiro for the proofs of these results.
Let k be a field of characteristic different from 2, k its algebraic closure and M (resp. ~M) denote the set of n x n matrices with coefficients in k (resp. k). Similarly, let G = Gl2 Λ (fc), Sp = Sp n (k) , and G and Sp will be the k rational points of these groups. Let σ denote an involution on M, i.e. an anti-automorphism of order two. 2.4. In this section k will now be a non-Archimedian local field of characteristic zero. Let F = GxG and 2? -G x G and define an action on the left (resp. right) of Sp x Sp (resp. G) on JF by coordinate (resp. diagonal) multiplication on the left (resp. right). Let &\ (M?) denote the space of functions on Sf which are locally constant, constant on the orbits of Sp x Sp and compactly supported modulo the action of Sp x Sp, i.e. for each f E<9\, there exists a compact set C c%? such that supp/ c (Sp x Sp)C.
Define the involution a on JP by 
. Define the operator A on <¥\(G) by (Af
Proof. The proof follows that of [Ge-Ka,l] To use their Theorem 1', we need only verify that the Sp x Sp x G orbits in 3? are permuted by a and that the Sp x Sp x G orbits in %? are fixed by a. The first condition is obvious.
Writing π is equivalent to the Hermitian contragradient representation π Thus there exists h e M\ C\w~ιMιw such that ψfih) Φ ψ\{h)\ hence the right side of (3.3) is zero (cf. [Kl] , Proposition 1.3). Consequently there do not exist quasi-invariant distributions on & supported on a single orbit of M x .
The proof of Theorem 6.9 in [Be-Ze,l] for invariant distributions can be trivially modified to apply to quasi-invariant distributions, the result being that if an /-group acts constructively on an /-sheaf & such that no orbit supports a non-zero quasi-invariant distribution, then there do not exist non-zero quasi-invariant distributions of &. 
Proof. We may choose a representative for the orbit ^t(r) which is spanned by the set {/i,...,/ Γ ,/r+i Λ» ^r+i, . -. , ^}, where X -(k+r)/2 and {β\ 9 ... , e n , f\ ,...,/"} is the standard symplectic basis relative to /. A basis for the k-plane Xo fixed by Pin-k^k is {/"_£+!,...,/«}. The image of Xo under w k is the space spanned by {/i, ... , Λ}. y r then maps this set to {fi,...,f λ , e r + x , ... , e λ } • 4.1.1. We specialize now to the case k = n and describe the stabilizer of an orbit. This will be used in § 11 in establishing the uniqueness of symplectic functionals on certain reducible representations. 4.2. Sp w /2 x Sptt/2 Orbits in Sp w /(P n ,n n Sp w ). Assume n is even and set P' n n -P n , n n Sρ n . Acting on the right P' n n preserves the span of {/i, ... , f n }.
Thus we consider the variety P^n\Sp n of maximal isotropic subspaces. Proof. Let (V n , ( , ) ) denote an ^-dimensional symplectic vector space with standard ordered basis {e\, ... , e n / 2 , f\, ... , f n / 2 } associated to J n β. Set W = V n θ V n and define a symplectic form on W by In-D 5. GI2 . In this case there are two models, the Whittaker model and the pure symplectic (SI2) model.
In the notation of [Ze] 
e DQ\ D = \J n>0 D(n), M(D) is the collection of all finite (unordered) multisets oif D.
Given a = (δ x , ... , δ n ) e M(D), <J, = i/ α /^, ^Gΰ o ,we may assume that a\ > > a n . The induced representation δ\ x x δ n has a unique irreducible quotient module, L(ά).
Given an irreducible representation σ, let σ + denote its Hermitian (complex conjugate) contragradient. Set Π(σ, a) = v a σ x v~aσ + , for a real. Proof. By Theorem 3.1, π cannot be realized in both models. Since the Whittaker model is unique, we need to show that every representation has a model and that the mixed model is unique. We do this by examining the catalog of representations compiled in the previous section, showing that they all have models and then examining those with mixed models to establish uniqueness in those cases.
The simplest cases to deal with are those with Whittaker models. We need two facts. The first is the hereditary property of Whittaker models quoted in §5. The other is that square integrable representations have Whittaker models, since in the terminology of [Ze] they are transposes of segments ( [Ze] , Theorem 9.3). Thus case (i'), (iii'), (v') By exactness of r U2 , r u2 (I)/r u2 {(I)) = 1. We describe r ii2 (I) in detail. There are two orbits of P\ 2 on Pi, l \ GI3 , viz. the closed orbit which has stabilizer Λ, 1,1 > an d orbit P 2i \W, where The stabilizer of P 2Λ w is GlixGl 2 . Orbital analysis ( [Ca] , 3.4) implies that / has 2L P\ 2 submodule equivalent to and corresponding P\ > 2 quotient module (9.1.5) i?2 = i n dp' 2 v <g> ί/ 1 / 2 ®!/" 3 / 2 .
1,1,1
Thus we have the exact sequence of P\2 modules hence to show that (/) does not have a Whittaker model, it suffices to show that r\ 9 \, i ; Ψ J,I) = 0. Consider C/ 3 acting on i*2,i\Gl3. There is the orbit of 7^,1 with stabilizer Us, and the orbits P2,\W\ and ^2,1^2 where /I 0 0\ /0 0 1 (9.1.17) w { = 0 0 1 and w 2 = 0 1 0 Vo 10; \ι 0 o.
The stabilizers i\ ϋj and P^2 of these orbits are the matrices of the form /I * *λ (9.1.18) 0 10 and
Vo 0 1)
respectively. We have a filtration of / by U3 invariant subspaces
where F 2 = indp 3 1, F λ /F 2 = indp 3 1, and I/F x = 1.
W 2 w l
Obviously there are no Us moφhisms between 1 and ψz. Since Ψ2 is nontrivial on the inducing subgroups, Hom^i^, ψ$) and Homu(F\/F2, ^3) are both zero. Thus τ\ 1 1 5 1. ψ (I) = 0. 9.2. The classification of irreducible, admissible representations of G1 Λ is given by Theorem 6.1 in [Ze] . Using the previous methods and the injectivity of the Whittaker map ([Ja-Sh]), it can be shown that, modulo twisting the inducing data by characters the counterexample presented is unique. 1. There is a bijective correspondence between the irreducible representations that appear in If and the irreducible representation of the group algebra GS3, with the degree of the latter giving the corresponding multiplicity (cf. [Car], Theorem 10.1.2). S3 has two distinct characters and a two dimensional representation. Thus If has three irreducible constituents one appearing with multiplicity two.
10. The unitary dual of GI4. We now enumerate the set of irreducible unitary representations of GI4. In the notation introduced in § §6 and 8, the basic set of representations is B4 = B' 4 \J £3. In the following, the δ n 's will be in DQ(Π) , all a's are in the interval (0, j) and the χ n 's will be unitary characters of Gl^ (see § 1 for conventions).
B\ consists of the following: (i) M(<$4 , 1) = <5 4 , the square integrable representations of GI4.
(ii) u(δ 2 , 2) = L{y χ l 1 δ 1 x u~ιf 2 δ 2 ). 
f (. The remaining representations are induced off P 22 : (viii-1) δ' 2 xδ'{.
(viii-3) ^2 x X'ί -11. Models for unitary representations of GI4. In this section we consider the unitary representations of GI4 with respect to the questions of existence and uniqueness of models. Besides the Whittaker model, there is a mixed model and a symplectic model. These cases lead to the technical heart of our investigation where we confront some of the significant problems which are encountered in proving that an irreducible unitary representation has a unique symplectic model. One of our goals is to determine to what extent a simple inductive statement, analogous to the hereditary property of Whittaker models, holds for symplectic models.
We prove the following general results. In particular, π has length two. The submodule is an irreducible tempered representation, hence has a Whittaker model. Since a representation cannot have both a symplectic and Whittaker model (Theorem 3.2.2), we conclude that if π has a map into the symplectic model, it must be supported on the irreducible quotient u(δ, 2). We remark that the composition factors appearing in the induced representation which gives u(δ, n) (see §6) are now known. In the notation of [Ta, 3] , u(δ, n) -L(a), the unique irreducible quotient of a representation λ(a), where a is a multiset of segments. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for L(b) to be a subquotient of λ(a) is that b < a in the Zelevinsky partial ordering ( [Ze, §7] ), so that the composition factors appearing in the Langlands, i.e. square integrable setting are exactly those which appear in the Zelevinsky, i.e. cuspidal setting. A proof of this result will be appearing in a forthcoming paper of Tadic. 11.3.2. Proofs of Lemma 11.2 and Corollary 11.3. The Sp w orbits of P n ,n\G\2n are described in Proposition 4.1.1. Orbital analysis (cf. [Ca] ) then gives a filtration of (11.1.2) of the form stated in Lemma 11.2. The corollary will follow by showing that, except for a finite number of values of s, only one of the representation X r (s) carries a unique symplectic functional.
Conjugating the matrix (4.1. 
